Introducing the Genie Ultra Small Form Factor from Viglen. A versatile PC to match the demands of modern classroom and admin computing.
GENIE ULTRA SMALL

Form
The Ultra Small Form Factor measures just 265mm wide and 285mm deep. With a height of only 98mm it’s Viglen’s smallest ever PC based on a true microATX motherboard. That means you can include the Genie Ultra Small straight into your current deployment plan with no extra imaging overhead.

Fit
The ultra small chassis can be sited horizontally or vertically and includes an internal power supply, so there is no external power adapter to dangle outside the case.
We’ve also included a lockable cable cover to enhance cable management, secure valuable peripherals and restrict connection of unauthorised devices.

Function
The optional monitor stand supports monitors up to 22” widescreen, giving you ultimate flexibility for multiple roles. The Genie Ultra Small locates quickly and easily behind the screen on the stand itself, freeing up valuable desk space and can be powered from the same mains cable as the monitor for simple power management. We’ve even included twin USB ports in the stand for easy connection of memory keys and other peripherals.

microATX Flexibility
With a standard microATX motherboard inside, the Genie Ultra Small allows you to take advantage of the latest in PC technology without having to choose a bulkier PC. Viglen offers a wide range of motherboards, including several with support for Intel vPro technology to enhance performance, manageability and security. With Intel vPro you’ll benefit from:
• Enhanced performance combining the power of Intel Core 2 i3, i5, i7 with the high motherboard specification to enable your users to work more productively
• Higher Security with improved tools to deploy software fixes quicker to protect your vital desktop investment
• Direct Manageability giving you the tools to remotely manage your PCs even in the event of a failed hard drive, allowing you to diagnose and fix problems quicker than ever before.

Description
◆ Operating System
  Windows 8 Pro
  Windows® 7 Professional
◆ Processor
  Latest Intel® Core™ i3, i5 or i7 and Pentium®
◆ Motherboard
  Choice of Viglen and Intel® microATX
◆ Network
  Integrated Intel® Gigabit Ethernet adapter*
◆ Memory
  Up to 16GB 1600Mhz PC3-12800 DDR3*
◆ Hard Drive
  Serial ATA 300 Hard Drive
◆ Graphics
  Integrated Intel® or integrated AGP supporting up to 256MB memory*
◆ Optical Drive
  Slim Combo Drive or SATA DVD Writer
◆ Audio
  Integrated HD or multichannel audio*
◆ External Ports
  USB2.0, IEEE1394, serial, parallel, VGA, DVI and e-SATA options*
◆ Input
  105-key USB2 keyboard and optical mouse with optional upgrades
◆ Security
  Kensington locking point
◆ Accessories (optional)
  Monitor and base unit stand
  Internal digital memory card reader
  Internal smart card reader
◆ System Dimensions (H x W x D)
  425mm x 198mm x 465mm (without display)*

* depends on motherboard choice